
Leading global companies join 
the World Urban Campaign 
UN-HABITAT Executive Director, Anna Tibaijuka, 

launched the World Urban Campaign yesterday, by 
signing Memoranda of  Understanding (MOU) with 
leading international companies including Siemens, 
Veolia and ARCADIS.  

Through the World Urban Campaign,  
UN-HABITAT aims to unite the public and private 
sectors together with civil society, to elevate sustainable 
urbanization to the top of  the agenda for governments 
around the world. 

“UN-HABITAT have been working towards this 
campaign since the Istanbul Declaration on Human 
Settlements in 1996, where we reaffirmed the Habitat 
Agenda,” said Mrs. Tibaijuka. “The challenge has been 
transferring the knowledge from Istanbul into an active, 
forceful initiative but with the World Urban Campaign 
we believe we now have the platform. The Campaign is 
going to help us move forward and onto the next step 
and with international companies such as Siemens and 
Veolia joining us, the future looks bright.” 

Germany’s Siemens, a worldwide leader in  
electronics and electrical engineering, became a partner 
of  the World Urban Campaign, in an agreement 
that will run for an initial three years. As part of  its 
commitment, Siemens will provide the campaign with 
experts in the field relating to infrastructure. 

“Today more than 50 percent of  the world’s population 
live in urban areas and we believe Siemens can make a 
sizeable contribution in dealing with the issues of  rapid 
urbanization,” said Adilson Primo, Director of  Siemens 
Brazil.  “We are already implementing projects around 
the world, for example, Siemens street cars which could 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 7.5 tonnes a year.” 

ARCADIS, an international company headquartered 

in the Netherlands, which provides consultancy, design, 
engineering and management services, will commit 
its staff  members and expertise to UN-HABITAT’s 
mission, including recovery programmes in Haiti.  

“Our mission at ARCADIS is to contribute to the 
quality of  thehuman habitat, which is extremely close to 
UN-HABITAT’s mandate,” said Harrie Noy, CEO of  
ARCADIS. “We are very excited about this agreement 
to be a partner of  the World Urban Campaign and 
hope that our knowledge and experience will make a 
significant difference.” 

French group Veolia Environment also joined 
the list of  World Urban Campaign partners in 
signing the Memorandum of  Understanding with  
UN-HABITAT, with Vice President for Partnerships, 
Dominique Heron, comitted to tackling the urban 
challenges that the world currently faces. 

“We are very proud to be joining the World Urban 
Campaign and to be working with UN-HABITAT,” 
said Mr. Heron. “It is key for us to be involved in urban 
challenges and this is a great opportunity to promote 
public/private partnerships. We manage urban projects 
in over 60 countries around the world with prominent 
initiatives in Rabat, Morocco, and Mumbai, India.” 

Mrs. Tibaijuka signed Memoranda of  Understanding 
with six other entities during a packed press conference 
(see box). The next phase of  the World Urban Campaign 
will take place on Friday 26th March with the unveiling 
of  the official logo and presentation of  the Campaign 
film.
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(L-R) Zhang Xuezhou, Elite Real Estate Research; Pedro Heer, Siemens; Anna Tibujaika, UN-HABITAT;  Adilson Primo, Siemens; Dominique Heron, Veolia Environment

Today’s Schedule - 2   ·   Urban management training - 8   ·   Bridging the digital divide - 11

World Urban 
Campaign Partners 
ARCADIS
Represented by Harrie Noy, CEO of  ARCADIS

CREEC
Represented by President Elite Real Estate 
Research on behalf  of  CREEC, Mr. Zhang 
Xuezhou 

Institut d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme 
de la Région
Represented by Mr. Francois Dugény 

Institut des Sciences et des Technologies 
de l’Equipement et de l’Environment 
pour le Développement
Represented by Mr. Xavier Crépin, Chief  
Executive Officer 

Siemens
Represented by Adilson Primo, Director; and 
Pedro Heer, Director, Corp. Communications

Siemens Stiftung
Represented by Ms. Ulrike Susanne Wahl 

Pressgroup Holdings Europe SA
Represented by Mr. Angus McGovern, 
Publisher 

Veolia
Represented by Dominique Heron, Vice 
President for Partnerships

Zerofootprint
Represented by Dr. Ron Dembo, Chief  
Executive Officer

For a description of  the workings of  the Campaign, see 
article by Nicholas You on page 7
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08:00-09:00 Cacaus Meetings
Canada W3-13 
Uganda W3-18 
Women W3-1 
Youth W3-2 

09:00-11:30 Dialogues 
5. Governance and Participation W4-1 28 
6. Sustainable Urbanization: Cities in a Changing 
Climate W4-4 29 09:00-11:30 training events
17. How to leverage local assets for strategic local 
development Weitz Center for Development Studies 
W2-3 72 
18. How to use participatory GIS for targeting 
vulnerability and inequality at neighbourhood-city 
level Faculty of  Geo-Information Science and Earth 
Observation (ITC), the University of  Twente W2-5 
72 
19. Urban cultural heritage area planning and 
management Centre for Environmental Planning 
and Technology (CEPT) University W2-7 73 
20. How to strengthen social cohesion and manage 
conflict in cities The Hague Academy for Local 
Governance W2-13 73 
21. How to define strategic spatial interventions as 
a medium of  Integration Catholic University of  
Leuven - Department of  Architecture, Urbanism, 
and Planning (ASRO) - Research Group Urbanism 
and Architecture (OSA) 
W2-14 73 
22. Training tools and methods for participatory 
Budgeting. Special emphasis on Paulo Freire’s 
educational perspective and methods Development 
Planning Unit - University College London W2-15 
73 
23. How to process oriented incremental housing 
surveys The Massachusetts Institute of  Technology 
(MIT) - The      Special Interest Group in Urban 
Settlement (SIGUS Group) W2-4 73 
24. How to plan collaborative governance Centre 
for Human Settlements, University of  British 
Columbia W2-2 73 

09:00-12:00 BUSINESS CAUCUS W3-14 

12:00-13:30 Side events
39. Is an Incremental Core Housing Approach the 
Way to Re-Establish Communities in Haiti? Global 
University Consortium Exploring Incremental 
Housing, SIGUS MIT, USA W3-13 67 
40. Housing Demands of  “Allegados” in Chilean 
Metropolitan Areas Ministerio de la Vivienda de 
Chile W3-18 67 
41. Noise from the Wind Turbines and Its Effect 
on the Urban Dwellers Nigeria Wind Energy Club 
W3-19 68 

42. Joint Work Programme on Successful 
Approaches to Scaling Up National Slum 
Upgrading and Prevention - Recent Experiences in 
15 Countries The World Bank Institute W3-20 68 
43. Contemporary Discussions on the Diffusion of  
the Urban Media Digital Artisans, Brazil W3-1 68 
44. Community Engagement in Local and National 
Decision-Making Canadian Environmental 
Network W3-2 68
45. Ecological Safety and Urban Sustainable 
Development International Eco-Safety Cooperative 
Organization W3-3 68 
47. Place on Earth Haring Woods Studio, UK 
W3-6 68 
48. Knowledge for Cities UN-HABITAT W3-12 68 
49. Use Bike Project: Sustainable Transportation in 
Sao Paulo Instituto Parada Vital, Brazil W2-2 68
50. Book Launch: Integrated Urban Water 
Management in the Humid Tropics, UNESCO-
IHP Urban Water Series United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
UNESCO W2-3 68 
51. Habitat Partner Universities UN-HABITAT 
W2-4 69 
52. Lake Victoria UN-HABITAT W2-5 69 
53. Book Launch  - “Women in the City” Women 
and Habitat Latin America Network (UNIFEM) 
W2-7 69 
54. Urban Renewal Project in Zimbabwean 
Cities: Building a New Urban Human Settlement 
Government of  Zimbabwe, Ministry of  National 
Housing and Social Amenities W2-13 69 
55. Launch of  the State of  the Latin American and 
Caribbean Cities 2010 Report UN-HABITAT W2-
14 69 
56. Presentation of  the Urbanization Programme 
of  the Industrial City of  Cumbica - Guarulhos 
Secretaria de Habitação de Guarulhos, Brazil W2-
15 69 
57. Community Action Planning (CAP) – 
Community Participation for a Sustainable Urban 
Development Urban and Regional Development 
Institute and the China Academy of  Planning and 
Urban Design, China W2-16 69

13:30-15:00 Thematic Open Debates 
Effective Citizen Participation W4-1 29 
Reducing Vulnerabilities to Climate Change W4-4 
29 

13:30-16:00 Roundtables
Business W3-11 36 
Global Land Tool Network Piloting of  a GLTN 
Land Tool: A Practical Way to Ensure Gender 
Equality W3-7 37

14:00-16:00 Special Session Integrated Slum 
Upgrading in Brazil W3-14 32 

15:30-17:00 Thematic Open Debates 
Revisiting Urban Planning W4-1 29 
Promoting Inclusive and Environmentally 
Sustainable Cities W4-4 29 

16:30-19:00 Roundtables
Youth Empowering Youth through Sports in the 
Urban Environment W3-11 37 

16:30-18:30 Special Sessions
Building with Energy Efficiency and Sustainability: 
a contribution of  the Americas to the debate on 
urban development in low-income areas Energy 
Department, Ministry of  External Relations, Brazil 
W3-7 32 

16:30-18:30 Local Government Special Session
Operationalizing the International Guidelines on 
Decentralization and Access to Basic Services for 
All W3-14 

17:30-18:30 Thematic Open Debates 
Thematic Concluding Session - Governance and 
Participation W4-1 29 
Thematic Concluding Session - Sustainable 
Urbanization: Cities in a Changing Climate W4-4 
29 

Today’s Schedule

For networking events, please refer 
to the conference programme, which 
is updated on the screens around the 

venue.

Business Caucus 9.00-12.00 W3-14  
China, Brazil, India: Greening Cities 

Speakers include:
- Zeca Camargo, Television Presenter, O Globo 
Television
- Luiz Chor, Vice-President, Federation of  Industries, 
State of  Rio de Janeiro
- Nie Meishing, President, China Real Estate Chamber 
of  Commerce
- Marcos Simões, Vice-President of  Communications, 
Coca-Cola Brazil
- Zhang Xuezhou, President, Elite Real Estate 
Research Academy, China
- Deepak Jolly, Vice-President, Coca-Cola, India
- Casius Pealer, Manager of  Affordable Housing, US 
Green Building Council 

For further information on the Business Caucus, 
contact Christine Auclair: +254 20 7623694 or +55 
2183444762.

PICK OF THE DAY
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What is the most valuable thing you have heard 
at the World Urban Forum?  
There are two things. Firstly, the Executive Director’s 
speech about bridging the urban divide was most 
helpful, calling on people to raise their awareness. 
Secondly, again with the Executive Director, when she 
said that working together was critical, bringing people 
together like this is a very strong symbol.

A German professor we interviewed yesterday 
mentioned that Rabat should be the next venue 
for the World Urban Forum. Do you agree?
In a few days, Rabat will host a worldwide conference 
on the environment, where we can show the world that 
Rabat can be a focal point and also show that we can 
catalyze sustainable urban development around the 
world. We have the skills and the assets to receive and 
host any World Urban Forum in the future. It would be 
a great honour and pleasure for Morocco.  

What are your reasons for the city of  Rabat 
joining the 100 Cities Initiative?  
The Kingdom of  Morocco has the deep conviction that 
the projects that Rabat and all the other participating 
cities are putting forward compliment UN-HABITAT’s 
goals. I would like to confirm that over the last ten 
years, the urban development projects in Morocco 
have achieved great results, and are all in line with  
UN-HABITAT’s aims. The 100 Cities Initiative means 
we can now share these.  

And which of  those projects would best benefit 
other contributors to the 100 Cities Initiative?  
First is the eradication of  slums. In Rabat, we have 
700,000 inhabitants, with 25,000 people living in slum 
conditions. This is the main objective of  the city, and I 

think it would be beneficial for other cities to see what 
we are doing.  

Secondly, the transport system is undergoing a 
massive overhaul, with the construction of  a tram which 
is projected to be over 25 kilómetres in length, not only 
serving the city itself, but also the outskirts.  Thirdly, 
showcasing how we are preserving Rabat’s cultural 
heritage. 

What lessons can you take home from the World 
Urban Forum? 
We are only halfway through the week so it is difficult to 
conclude which lessons will be most valuable. We will go 
back with UN-HABITAT’s conviction that participatory 
management at local level is of  the utmost importance. I 
will also go back to Morocco with the very serious issue 
of  slum dwellers at the forefront of  my mind, which 
proccupies me 
greatly. It worries 
me because of  the 
high population 
of  slum dwellers 
around the world, 
and the projected 
e x p o n e n t i a l 
increases. Will 
cities around the 
world be able to 
deal with these 
increases? The 
World Urban 
Forum has really 
opened my eyes 
to that.  

INTERVIEW: Ahmed Taoufiq Hejira, Minister of Housing, Morocco 

Ron Dembo, Founder and CEO of  Zerofootprint, 
revealed the five winners of  the ZEROprize Re-Skinning 
Awards yesterday at the Business Caucus session of  
the World Urban Forum. The awards are designed to 
highlight innovative companies that can take older, 
energy-inefficient buildings, like apartment towers and 
commercial high-rises, and ‘reskin’ them—by cladding 
the building—to make them more energy efficient and 
move them closer to a net zero footprint. 

“We need to retrofit our buildings in order to achieve a 
low carbon lifestyle in cities,” said Mr. Dembo. “The Re-
Skinning Awards were designed to stimulate innovation 
and to help drive this process forward.” 

The awards promote state-of-the-art technology for 
retrofitting that not only lowers the carbon footprint of  
buildings but also promotes better looking cities. The 
shortlist for the awards included architects, engineers, 
developers and building owners. Candidates were 
judged on six criteria—aesthetics, reproducibility, 
cost, energy, smarts and social—by an expert jury of  
architects, which included the celebrated US green 
architect William McDonough.  

Winners in five categories were chosen from 15 finalists 
(see box). “These winners are examples of  buildings 
that exist all over the world and the solutions that they 
propose are very clever, they can be re-implemented on 
a large scale,” said Mr. Dembo. “So we think that they 
potentially could have a huge effect. The designs could 
have a viral impact on retrofitting across the world.” 

Stating his frustration at the lack of  knowledge sharing 
of  retrofitting, Mr. Dembo admitted that it could take a 
while for the his campaign to start making a big impact. 
“People just don’t have this information. It’s very hard 
to get hold of  how these buildings were retrofitted,” he 
said. He predicts that over the next two or three years 

there could be an explosion in knowledge sharing, but 
that it could not come soon enough. “Architects and 
engineers just do not know a lot of  this. It is infuriating, 
as we have to start retrofitting buildings now.”  

Presented at the Business Caucus, which is tailored 
to the private sector to present best practices and 
innovation for sustainable cities, Mr. Dembo said that 
buildings, where 40 percent of  energy is used in the US, 
are a priority in the battle against rising carbon dioxide 
levels. “It’s clear, we have a problem. There’s too much 
CO2 in the atmosphere, and that is leading to volatility,” 
he said.  

Executive Director of  UN-HABITAT, Anna 
Tibaijuka,  introducing the Caucus, said that the current 
crisis with climate change could also be seen as a clear 
opportunity to make cities and urban centres into the 
driving force for a green economy. “I am convinced that 
the private sector can play a great role in confronting the 
urban challenge ahead. As drivers of  economic change 
and lead players of  innovation, the business community 
can be the trigger for change,” she said.

Retrofitting winners unveiled at World Urban Forum

Now House, Toronto (Small Residential)
Now House is a process for retrofitting existing 
older houses to become net zero energy homes. The 
retrofit includes renewing or upgrading foundation 
walls, basement floor, roof, exterior walls, windows, 
electrical systems, lighting, HVAC, ventilation and 
water heating. It has resulted in a 70 percent saving 
per year. 

DAHM Arch. - GESOBAU AG (Large 
Residential)
GESOBAU AG modernized the 15,000 residential 
units and achieved a primary energy saving as a 
result of  the re-skinning of  71 percent on previous 
loads or 316 tonnes of  CO2 annually. 

Aidlin Darling Architects - San Francisco 
(Small/Medium Commercial)
355 Eleventh, San Francisco, is an historic and 
previously derelict turn-of-the-century industrial 
building now refurbished to be as beautiful as it is 
energy efficient. 
 
Thebbert Ludwigshafen (Large Commercial)
Sparkasse Vorderpfalz is a regional bank in 
Ludwigshafen, Germany, with its headquarters 
located on the most prominent square in the 
city centre. The refurbished building’s energy 
performance has improved by 64 percent. It has also 
been certified as a ‘Green Building’ by the German 
Energy Agency. 

LAVA - Sydney Tower (Future of  Re-
Skinning)
Laboratory for Visionary Architecture (LAVA) 
has developed a simple, cost-effective and easily 
constructed building skin that forms a translucent 
cocoon to create a micro-climate. The skin can 
generate energy with embedded photo-voltaic cells, 
collect rain water, and improve the distribution of  
natural daylight.

Winners of 2010 
Zerofootprint Reskinning 

Awards

Photo © Ginga Fotos
Mr. Ahmed Taoufiq Hejira

Photo © Ginga Fotos

Photo © Zerofootprint

Dr. Ron Dembo

Before and after: Now House
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TRAINING PROGRAM FOR SUSTAINABLE 
COMMUNITY PLANNING

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 

(CMHC) conducts research and works directly  

with community stakeholders to develop and  

apply sustainable housing design and community 

planning practices. CMHC International shares this 

accumulated expertise through a strategic trio  

of workshops designed for government officials, 

decision makers, developers and professionals.

The trio of workshops includes: 

n Introduction to Sustainable Community Planning

n Essentials of Sustainable Planning

n Master Class in Sustainable Community Planning

CMHC International will work to develop a customized 

workshop that works for your unique situation. 

For more than 60 years, CMHC has been Canada’s 

national housing agency, developing a strong, robust 

and healthy housing market while helping millions of 

Canadians achieve the dream of homeownership. 

For more information on how CMHC International can develop 
customized sustainable community planning training for you and 
for information on other services in housing and housing finance 
contact Carmen Foglietta at cfogliet@cmhc.ca 613 748 2124 
or visit the CMHC website at www.cmhc.ca/International.

take delegates from the Cinelândia  metro station to the 
venue from Monday 22 March. 
First aid 
Medical Centres can be found in Warehouses 2 and 5, 
and the Annex between Warehouse 4 and 5.
DSA Payments 
Daily Subsistence Allowance payments for delegates 
who received assistance to attend the Forum are payable 
in Warehouse 5, Room W5-31.  DSA will be paid upon 
submission of  an original passport, ticket and boarding 
passes and presentation of  the sponsorship letter from 
UN-HABITAT. For more information, contact Karina 
Rossi on +55 21 8288-2905.
Restaurant
The restaurant is in Annex 2/3, between Warehouse 2 
and 3.
Information
The main information desk is at the main entrance of  
the venue.  Additional information desks can be found 
along the main walkway. 
Bilateral meetings with the UN-HABITAT 
Executive Director
To make an appointment for a bilateral meeting with 
the UN-HABITAT Executive Director at the Forum, 
please call +55 21 3514-2834 or contact Ms. Portia 
Machancoses at: portia.machancoses@unhabitat.org
Bilateral meetings with the UN-HABITAT 
Deputy Executive Director 
To make an appointment for a bilateral meeting with 
the UN-HABITAT Deputy Executive Director at the 
Forum, please call +55 21 3514-2829 or contact Ms. 
Jaana Mioch at: jaana.mioch@unhabitat.org

Onsite accreditation 
Delegates are requested to collect their badges, on 
arrival, at the registration desk in Warehouse 2 Entrance 
of  the World Urban Forum Venue.  Onsite accreditation 
is open at these times:
07:00 - 17:00 from Wednesday 17 March – Saturday 20 March; 
07:00 - 19:00 on Sunday 21 March and Monday 22 March; 
07:00 -17:00 from Tuesday 23 – Thursday 25 March; and 
07:00 – 12:00 on Friday 26 March.  
Badges will be issued to delegates upon presentation of  
their identification. For security reasons, delegates are 
requested to wear their badges at all times while in the 
venue. 
List of  participants 
A list of  participants will be posted on the World Urban 
Forum website www.unhabitat.org/wuf  after the Forum. 
Delegates are requested to check the information on 
the list pertaining to them and notify wufregistration@
unhabitat.org of  any corrections. 
Important information for speakers and 
presenters
To check that your presentations will work on the 
equipment used in the meeting rooms and to screen 
files for viruses, please go to the Speakers Lounge in 
Warehouse 2, Room W2-18 at least 30 minutes before 
the time of  the presentation.
Internet Access
Free wireless internet access is available throughout the 
venue.  Please select the “WUF” wireless network.  No 
password is required. 
Transport for delegates 
A free metro pass is available in delegates’ bags for the 
duration of  the World Urban Forum.  A shuttle bus will 

Press conferences 
Thursday 25 March

13.30-14.00 Vila  Brasilandia Initiative Press 
Conference / BASF Sao Paulo / ROLAC & the  
Government of  Sao Paulo

16.00-17.30 Signing ceremony for the MOU with 
Norway 

Useful information
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Future Megacities in Balance
New Alliances for Energy- and
Climate-efficient Solutions

International Conference on

October 11-13, 2010

For more information please visit

www.future-megacities-2010.org

or the German pavilion (E91-92; E99-100)

 What role do Megacities play on our way to a climate-neutral 
society?

How can new alliances for sustainable development be forged?

How can a research programme contribute to a 
„marketplace of experiences“?

These and other questions will be tackled during the

at the World Heritage Site Zeche Zollverein 
Essen, Germany

WUF 
Evaluation: 
To help UN-
HABITAT 
improve 
organizing of 
future WUF’s, 
all participants 
are requested 
to complete 
the Participant 
Questionnaire 
and return to 
the information 
desks.

Rio Highlights French senator says cultural 
diversity can drive creativity

Executive Director 
launches new book on 
housing investment

Reproduced with permission from the Lonely Planet 
website www.lonelyplanet.com 

© 2010 Lonely Planet

SIGHTS
Parque da Catacumba
Inaugurated in 1979, Catacumba is the site of  Brazil’s 
first outdoor sculptural garden. The site of  a former 
favela (which was demolished to create the park), 
Catacumba sits atop Morro dos Cabritos, which rises 
from the Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas. It’s a choice place to 
escape the heat while strolling through some fascinating 
works by artists such as Roberto Moriconi and Bruno 
Giorgi. Superb views await those willing to climb to the 
top of  the hill (385m).
Av Epitácio Pessoa, Lagoa

FOOD
Restaurante Kioto
Hidden on a street behind Largo do Machado this 
simple, well-concealed restaurant is worth seeking out 
when craving a sushi feast that won’t break the bank. 
There’s an enormous variety of  rolls at the buffet, and 
you can take pride in dining in a restaurant known to 
only a handful of  Cariocas.
3rd fl, Rua Ministerio Tavares Lira 105, Flamengo

CULTURE
Museu Histórico da Cidade
The 19th-century mansion located on the lovely grounds 
of  the Parque da Cidade now houses the City History 
Museum. In addition to its permanent collection, which 
portrays Rio from its founding in 1565 to the mid-
20th century, the museum has exhibitions of  furniture, 
porcelain, photographs and paintings by well-known 
artists. The park itself  is free, open from 07:00 to 18:00.
Estrada de Santa Marinha 505, Gávea

DRINK
Bar Lagoa
With a view of  the lake, Bar Lagoa is one of  the 
neighbourhood’s classic haunts. Founded in 1935, this 
open-air spot hasn’t changed much since - the bar still 
has surly waiters serving excellent beer to ever-crowded 
tables and in spite of  its years, a youthful air still pervades 
the old bar.
Av Epitácio Pessoa 1674, Ipanema

SHOPPING
Hippie Fair
The Zona Sul’s most famous market, the Hippie Fair 
(otherwise known as Feira de Arte de Ipanema) has lots of  
artwork, jewelry, handicrafts, leather goods and even 
furniture for sale. A stall in the southeast corner of  the 
plaza sells tasty northeastern cuisine.
Praça General Osório, Ipanema

Photo © Fernando AlanParque da Catacumba

French delegates, speaking at yesterday’s Forum, called 
for greater recognition of  diversity in cities because of  
the cultural benefits for all citizens.

Speaking at the press conference of  the French 
delegation, Mr. Yves Dauge, Senator and Vice President 
of  the French Alliance for Cities and Territorial 
Development, cited the example of  France and how 
immigration mainly from Africa, has led to an explosion 
of  creativity.

“In Europe our suburbs have become recognized 
sites of  creation,” said Mr. Dauge. “It is the encounter 
with the city, and with its tensions and conflicts, which 
generates creative reactions. We can also observe it in 
the field of  street arts, theatre and cinema.”

Michel Destot, Mayor of  Grenoble, mentioned the 
importance of  culture and said that there is a need for 
more social and cultural programmes, sports facilities 
and education development in all geographical areas of  
cities.

“The right to the city is a fundamental right for all 
global citizens. Twenty years ago the majority of  poor 
people lived in rural areas, now the majority live in cities. 
The city is still a place of  experimentation, but we must 
work to avoid segregation, exclusion and frustration, by 
making greater coherence,” he said.

Mr. Dauge also spoke of  the French Alliance’s 
Territorial Coherence Diagram, focusing on developing 
institutional arrangements and creating tools to achieve 
greater cooperation worldwide.

“Coherence is what cities lack,” said Mr. Dauge. 
“They are not just unrelated small spread out territories, 
but are all affected by borderless international problems. 
We must all group together to ensure operationability.” 

UN-HABITAT Executive Director, Mrs. Anna 
Tibaijuka, yesterday urged the developing world to use 
intermediate building techniques at the official Forum 
launch of  her new book Building Prosperity: Housing and 
Economic Development.

In her book Mrs. Tibaijuka illustrates the many 
aspects of  investment in housing including the use of  
intermediate building techniques as best suited for 
developing countries.

“The main advantages of  intermediate technology 
are the low cost, small scale and use of  relatively simple 
productive methods,” said Mrs Tibaijuka.

The level of  technology allows for a mix of  locally 
produced and imported building materials; thereby 
saving money, jobs as well as nurturing local industries.

The book explores the extent to which home building 
can bridge developing countries current housing deficits 
and enhance economic growth.  High technology is 
thought inappropriate because of  the large amounts of  
money and imported material needed in building these 
homes. 

“Low- and middle-income people can ill afford the unit 
sale price. Moreover, these high-tech building techniques 
are unable to absorb the army of  unemployed – rife in 
developing nations,” she added.

With the support of  detailed case studies and examples 
of  best practices, the book explains how the supply and 
consumption of  housing interact closely with economic 
growth, notably through their impact on employment, 
income generation, investment and savings. 
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Meeting the urban challenge of the 21st century 
A highlight of  this fifth session of  the World Urban Forum is the launch of  the World Urban Campaign. Here Nicholas You, a  
UN-HABITAT veteran of  more than 25 years, explains how important it will be as the global population is projected to become 70 
percent urban in the next generation. 

The next two decades of  the 21st Century will 
be an unprecedented moment in human 
history. The global population will move from 

50 percent urban to 70 percent. This transition to a 
predominantly urban world is irreversible and it brings 
with it equally irreversible changes in the way we use 
land, water, energy and other natural resources.   

This transition also places cities at the centre of  the 
climate change agenda. With just over half  of  humanity 
living in urban areas, cities already consume 80 percent 
of  global energy output, generate more than 70 percent 
of  all waste, and contribute directly to more than 60 
percent of  greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, 
cities are the primary victims of  climate change. Many 
of  the world’s major metropolises are coastal cities that 
are prone to flooding and erosion; many other cities are 
located in drought-prone areas and are already suffering 
from water-stress.   

There are two basic scenarios for the short to medium-
term future. In the first, cities, lacking requisite resources 
and policy priorities, fail to meet the needs of  the urban 
future. In less than a generation, some two billion people 
end up living in sub-standard housing and informal 
settlements. Poorly planned cities and dysfunctional 
metropolitan regions become the dominant urban form 
of  cities in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

At the same time, many urban areas in the North 
continue to shrink and lose their economic vitality as a 
result of  suburban sprawl, ageing populations and de-
industrialization. Many people living in poorly planned 
urban areas lack access to adequate shelter and basic 
services. Few will be recognized as urban citizens and 
many will end up working in the informal economy. 
Fewer still will realize their productive potential. 

The other scenario is one where the urban challenge 
rises to the fore of  public policy and is matched with 
public and private investments in smart urban growth. 
This includes rigorous and rational land use planning, 
improved urban infrastructure and basic services, 
and the full exploitation of  technology to reduce our 
ecological footprint. The emerging paradigm is one of  
greener, more resilient and more liveable cities and the 
creation of  jobs and business opportunities that provide 
decent work and livelihoods and lift millions of  people 
out of  poverty. 

The social, economic and environmental consequences 
of  the above scenarios are quite evident and simple to 
comprehend. Major motion pictures such as The City of  
God (Latin America), The Constant Gardener (Africa) and 
Slumdog Millionaire (Asia) offer a glimpse of  the social 
realities on the ground, while New Orleans in the wake 
of  Hurricane Katrina serves as a stark reminder of  
the need for a coherent set of  policy options, tools and 
practical actions.   

At the same time, hundreds of  cities and towns are 
each in their own way grappling with how to manage the 
urbanisation process, be it in the form of  urban sprawl, 
urban decay, shrinking cities or slum formation. Some 
are achieving success against great odds. An increasing 
number of  governments are also beginning to promote 
national policies to make municipal and local action 
for sustainable urbanisation possible. But their efforts 
remain, for the most part, piecemeal.   

Hundreds, perhaps thousands of  organizations, are 
setting precedents, developing tools and offering policy 
options to meet the urban challenge. Yet these actions 
are disparate. Their work is rarely recognized or assessed 

activities
-To advise the agency in conducting its activities.

Working methodology of  the campaign 
The first Steering Committee meeting hosted by the 
regional government of  Barcelona in October 2009, 
established a set of  working groups to finalize the 
partnership model. The key areas of  focus include: 

Knowledge networking system: defining and developing the 
key components of  a knowledge network system to take 
full advantage of  the diversity and wealth of  knowledge, 
tools and methods of  the network. The system will focus 
on lessons learned from best practices, good policies and 
operational tools and methodologies and constitute a 
one-stop-shop for knowledge, expertise and experience. 

The 100 Cities Initiative: an experimental initiative 
launched here at the Forum this week whereby 100 
Cities will make pledges for reform against criteria 
and engage in an active process of  working toward 
those pledges with annual public hearings and reports 
to the Campaign on progress achieved. Each city will 
have its own champion to review and synthesize the city 
submissions for the benefit of  other cities in the network 
and in view of  proposing policy options to an advisory 
commission. 

A Network of  networks 
The Campaign also serves as the umbrella support 
structure for a network of  networks and links with other 
worldwide campaigns to franchise its messages. Close 
linkages with other campaigns and ongoing initiatives 
include: 

• The ‘1000 Cities: 1000 Lives’ campaign of  ‘World Health 
Organisation’ focusing on healthy cities;
• Addressing the World: the Universal Postal Union 
campaign for an address for everyone focusing on 
providing the estimated one billion inhabitants of  slums 
and informal settlements worldwide with an address – a 
critical first step to securing an identity, citizenship and 
the right to the city; 
• The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster 
Reduction campaign for more resilient cities and urban 
risk reduction; 
• The Decent Work Campaign of  the International 
Labour Organisation; and
• The National Habitat Committees, Platforms and 
Campaigns of  various countries. 

In addition to coordinating and facilitating the 
Campaign, UN-HABITAT will harmonize the way 
it projects the Campaign through its various external 
outreach instruments. These include the World Urban 
Forum, the Global Report on Human Settlements, 
Global and Regional State of  Cities Reports, the State 
of  the Water in Cities Report, Urban World  magazine, 
and World Habitat Day. Value added information and 
tools will be conveyed through various Habitat Partners’ 
networks such as the Habitat Business Forum, the Habitat 
Professionals Forum, the Global Parliamentarians on 
Habitat, and Habitat Partner Universities, among 
others.   

and the collective impact of  their actions is not realized. 
More than ever before, these are the main reasons 

why the World Urban Campaign is so important and 
so necessary.

What can a campaign realistically achieve? 
The World Urban Campaign is a platform designed 
for public, private and civil society actors to work in 
the true spirit of  partnership so as to elevate policies, 
share practical tools and raise awareness for sustainable 
urbanization.  The success of  the Campaign will be 
measured in the long term by its contribution to more 
sustainable urban policies at the national level and 
increased investment and capital flows in support of  
those policies.   

In the short term, the Campaign focuses on providing 
governments and partner networks with an advocacy 
instrument to articulate a positive vision for a better 
urban future and to advance the urban agenda within 
their respective constituencies. 

This applies as much to organizations of  the 
urban poor as it does to associations of  local 
authorities, business forums, youth associations, media 
outlets, professional associations, women’s groups, 
Parliamentarians, ministerial conferences, and inter-
governmental bodies. The Campaign in this way seeks 
to position sustainable urbanization as a priority issue 
of  the international community and as a national policy 
priority for individual member States.   

In the course of  two steering committee meetings held 
in late 2009 and an expert group meeting held in January 
2010, some 50 partners representing public, private and 
civil society sectors formulated the components of  such 
a vision. Those who joined us included representatives 
of  leading companies such as ARUP, ARCADIS, BASF, 
GALLUP, Veolia Environment, Nissan, Siemens, GDF 
Suez, TBWA and Zerofootprint. Access to housing and 
land, infrastructure and basic services, and finance were 
high on the agenda.  Similarly, partners asserted their 
commitment to promote inclusive urban development 
by recognizing the needs of  vulnerable and excluded 
groups, such as the working poor, including in the 
informal sector.   

The central messages of  the Campaign carry a set 
of  principles to guide efforts to improve cities. These 
principles include stronger citizen participation in 
local government, and private sector investment within 
a framework of  national policies that support these 
processes for sustainable urbanization. 

How the Campaign works 
UN-HABITAT coordinates the Campaign in the same 
manner that it supports the World Urban Forum. It 
provides a platform for member States, local authorities 
and Habitat partners to design and apply advocacy 
instruments, including the Campaign messages, 
principles, public policy advice, and practical tool kits 
for a wide range of  activities such as organizing local 
and national platforms, documenting good practice, 
fund raising, sharing knowledge and information.  In 
short, the Campaign is coordinated by UN-HABITAT 
but the campaign is owned and driven by its partners. 

The Campaign Steering Committee, which includes 
the above constituencies, designs, guides and monitors 
the performance of  the Campaign.  It serves two 
purposes: 

-To decide on policies and strategic priorities for 

Nicholas You
Senior Advisor for  
UN-HABITAT
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Why training is key to urban development
Strong urban economies are essential to improve infrastructure, education, health, living conditions and to alleviate poverty. 
But cities must be run by people that have the skills and motivation to achieve these goals.  Unfortunately, in many places across 
the world, especially in developing countries, this is not the case. Nick Michell highlights the growing significance of  urban 
management training and the issues that need to be addressed to make this more effective globally.

Without adequate training for their 
administrators, cities, especially those in the 
developing world, will suffer the negative 

effects of  rapid urbanization, and become vulnerable to 
economic instability, food insecurity, resource depletion 
and climate change. If  cities are to come to terms 
with these challenges, they require leaders, managers 
and teams capable of  adopting innovative and robust 
approaches to planning, managing and financing cities.

“Some of  our most important objectives include 
developing and advocating norms of  sustainable and 
harmonious urban development,” says Mrs Anna 
Tibaijuka, Executive Director of  UN-HABITAT. 
“They entail also improving global knowledge and 
understanding of  urban development issues, and finally, 
building the capacity of  governments, local authorities 
and other UN-HABITAT Agenda partners through 
technical cooperation and training.”

The need for training in urban management has 
never been as great with UN-HABITAT and its partners 
promoting the importance of  sustainable development 
as a means of  managing poverty and climate change. 
Rapid urbanization, if  not well managed, will only 
add to the one billion people estimated to already be 
living in slums, while also increasing the percentage 
of  greenhouse gas emissions emanating from cities. 
Training and capacity building is therefore a crucial 
investment for the future sustainability of  our cities.

‘Building capacity to build capacity’ is the cornerstone 
of  the UN-HABITAT’s training strategy. Based on this 
premise, UN-HABITAT offers technical support to 
training institutions to implement innovative training 

opportunities for interaction between urban managers 
and the agency is looking to build knowledge networks 
to address this. 

“One of  the things that UN-HABITAT does 
extremely well and that is hugely beneficial is 
the incredible networks they have for people and 
institutions, it is almost like a dating service, they know 
people on the ground in different countries and are 
always aiding communication and cooperation,” says 
Carley Pennink, Head of  International Projects at the 
Netherlands-based Institute of  Housing and Urban 
Development Studies (IHS). “The Habitat Partner 
University network is an initiative that tries to mobilize 
and leverage the best out of  institutions that focus on 
urban management. In addition to being a knowledge 
institution, UN-HABITAT is also trying to work with 
people in leveraging those networks, in other words, if  
they can’t do everything themselves then they can play a 
catalyzing role in the whole process.” 

Even when highly trained individuals are available to 
cities, if  local governments are not providing adequate 
working conditions, those individuals will lose motivation 
and move on.

“There’s one side of  the whole situation, which is 
training and building up capacity in urban management 
and our experience is that you can really get quite far 
with this,” says Forbes Davidson, Senior Expert for 
Urban Policy and Planning at IHS. “The other side of  
the equation is the institutions that people have to work 
in and quite often we find that trained individuals return 
to their institutions and become frustrated as they are 
perhaps very badly paid for a job which is, arguably, one 

programmes that target local governments and non-
governmental and community-based organizations. 
UN-HABITAT specifically provides these institutions 
with training manuals and methodologies to enable 
them to adapt internationally recognized tools to local 
contexts and language.  

Despite the continued collaboration between  
UN-HABITAT and training institutes around the 
world, there are still various obstacles that are hindering 
the progress of  urban management training.

To begin with, there has to be a better working 
relationship and collaboration between the development 
banks and the cities looking for funding. A balanced 
understanding on each side, from the donor to the 
recipient, will benefit both parties. It is important that 
the development banks recognize the limitations in 
terms of  resources and training that some cities have at 
their disposal. 

“When you enable local government to identify and 
prioritize the right projects, you must also have people on 
the development bank’s side that understand it is better 
to focus on where the investments are going instead of  
developing very big and ambitious projects that will 
not end up with the desired outcomes,” says Michael 
Funcke-Bartz, Senior Project Manager for Urban 
Development, at German company Inwent, a capacity 
building institute dedicated to urban management 
training. “We believe it is a priority to approach the 
development banks with an acknowledgement of  the 
problems but also the potential we see at the local level.”

UN-HABITAT acknowledges that there is still a 
lack of  adequate access to training and a dearth of  

Cities need to have fully trained competent leaders
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of  the most important management jobs in the world, 
managing a major city.” According to Mr. Davidson,  
there are people in local city government that are so 
poorly paid, they may even have a second job. “It is 
extremely difficult for a highly qualified and motivated 
person to make a real difference when they are working 
in an entirely unaccommodating environment,” says 
Mr. Davidson.

Offering attractive incentives and suitable working 
environments for careers in urban management would 
attract high calibre candidates, greatly improve the 
efficiency of  city administration, and allow cities to 
leverage limited resources to implement sustainable 
urban development policies. But the training of  
personnel is only meaningful if  managers are going 
to be used appropriately; otherwise the outcome is 
the possession of  a capacity that cannot be applied 
effectively. “We cannot have highly trained or educated 
people returning to their governments and getting lost 
in the quagmire of  their institutions again, essentially 
dying on the vines and negating their power to effectively 
make change,” says Carley Pennink. 

While working conditions in local government need 
to improve to encourage candidates to pursue a career 
in urban management, even before this stage, having 

the ability to reach out to people in different countries 
is a major hurdle for UN-HABITAT and partner 
institutions to overcome. 

“We despair a bit about the number of  people 
we can actually reach as an institution and I think  
UN-HABITAT are thinking exactly the same thing–
how can we get to more people,” explains Ms. Pennink 
at IHS. “People come to our institution and study for 
a masters in urban management and that is effectively 
a luxury situation and we have maybe only 100 people 
a year enrolling. But what we would really like to do is 
get into more countries and reach more people.” The 
aim of  institutions like IHS is to have a critical mass of  
people that are trained and educated, with the ability to 
actually make the fundamental change that you need to 
engage in government.

With over half  of  the world’s population now living in 
cities, the need for training in urban management has 
never been so critical and yet the obstacles hindering 
progress are prominent and numerous. These must 
be addressed if  cities are going to possess the required 
number of  skilled and motivated urban professionals, 
with the ability to keep pace with a rapidly urbanizing 
world.

Carley Pennink, Head of International Projects IHS
Photo © IHS
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How Cape Town is rising to the World Cup challenge

New report highlights progress on Millenium Development Goals

Interview: Marcio Fortes, Minister of Cities, Brazil
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Bridging the digital divide
How digital technology can transform young people’s communities

Young people in Nairobi, Dar es Salaam and 
Kampala are using digital technologies such as 
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology 

combined with photography and video to provide a new 
insight into their community projects. 

“One GPS unit, with a digital camera, or a video 
and audio enabled iPod, can allow a youth group of  
30 people to map their community” says Jane Bisanju, 
Community Mapping Trainer. “For example, the 
Mathare Youth Talent Organization has been able to 
create a map of  over 30 community programs and the 
small businesses they support. This interactive and paper-
based map is easily shared with community members, 
local government, funders, and others interested in what 
their organization is doing.”

Often, many of  the communities have never been 
mapped before. As the technology becomes cheaper 
through mobile phones, youth in regions such as Africa, 
which has the fastest growing cell phone market in the 
world, will have the ability to improve their lives through 
access to services and to information on health and jobs.

There has been much debate on whether the digital 
divide is a prohibitive barrier to development. While 
there is no doubt there is much to be done, marginalized 
communities such as those operated by the One Stop 
Youth Centres in Nairobi, Dar es Salaam and Kampala 
are challenging and overcoming those barriers.

Digital technologies, once prohibitively expensive and 
only usable by experts, are now more readily accessible. 
For example, UN-HABITAT working with groups 
such as Openstreetmaps and the International Centre 
for Sustainable Cities (ICSC) has been able to provide 
cheap and affordable access to these technologies to 
youth-led groups in the three East African cities where 
the community mapping project is being piloted.

And it is not only in Africa where this digital 
revolution is underway. In Latin America, Brazil’s 
Ministry of  Cities has partnered with the University of  
British Columbia (UBC) in Canada to develop a Youth 
Asset Atlas. The Atlas was developed by young people 
from five urban regions, who identified and mapped 
strengths and weaknesses in their communities. In 
many cases, workshop participants did not realize the 
extent of  the resources already available to them and 
their engagement with governmental and institutional 
partners allowed for better articulation of  these services. 
The Asset Atlas was distributed to youth and local 
government in the five urban regions, with one of  the 
regions winning the Millenium Development Goals 
Award.

Sharing the Knowledge 
The International Centre for Sustainable Cities has 
worked with UN-HABITAT to ensure that these new 
resources on youth and cities can be disseminated as 
widely as possible. Research on engaging urban youth 
was referenced in the Youth in Cities: World Urban 
Forum Dialogue Series, launched at this World Urban 
Forum. This dialogue series has articles written by 
research agencies, such as the University of  Colorado 
Children, Youth and Environments Centre, on issues 
such as the engagement of  youth in the Middle East and 
North Africa. This series compliments the launch of  the 
State of  the Urban Youth Report launched last Friday at the 
World Urban Youth Assembly, which will be supported 
by the planned Urban Youth Research Network to be 
launched later this year. 

ICSC will also be publishing a training manual on 
community mapping in the coming year. This manual, 
written in consultation with youth from the One Stop 
Centres, is part of  a larger manual series that focuses 
on other key youth issues such as entrepreneurship, 
peacebuilding and participatory evaluation. 

Youth are in the vanguard in bridging the digital 
divide, taking up new technologies, and developing new 
uses for them. Programmes such as the UN-HABITAT 
Urban Youth Fund are an excellent example of  how 
youth can be supported in this work. Young people 
can also work with governments and use these new 
technologies to assist in post-disaster management in 
areas such as Haiti by utilizing mapping to plan new 
communities. 

“Youth want to be positive agents of  change in 
their communities,” says Bisanju, “We wish to partner 
with local and national governments and NGOs, and 
international agencies such as UN-HABITAT can make 
this happen. It is not only money we are looking for, but 
acceptance and respect for our capabilities, ingenuity 
and passion.”
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Mapping can assist in post-disaster planning to build new communities

GPS allows communities to be mapped for the first time

By Doug Ragan
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